Institutional Bullying Violates Freedoms of Religion and Speech
Reference: My email “Christian Perspectives on Gender Identity, GSAs and Parental Rights, dated 10
Sep 2017.
Trustee
Please be aware, today I emailed the Minister of Education once more requesting that he clarify the
government’s interpretation of Alberta School Act Section 50.1. Previous dialogue with the Minister
on this topic is recorded at:
Email Chain Minister Eggen – Seeking Clarification of Alberta School Act Section 50.1
Specifically, in today’s email to Minister Eggen, I wrote:
I believe Alberta parents have the right to an unambiguous response (yes or no) to each of
the following questions:
Q1 – For the purpose of implementing School Act 50.1, does the Government of Alberta
interpret the term/topic/curriculum category - “human sexuality,” to include/
incorporate/cover all indoctrination in “sexual orientation, sexual identity, or sexual
expression”? Please Yes or No

Q2 – Does the Government of Alberta declare that all School Boards should notify their
district parents of courses of study, educational programs or instructional materials, or
instruction or exercises, including subject-matter that deals primarily and explicitly with
“sexual orientation, sexual identity, or sexual expression” for the purpose of allowing
parents to opt their children out of this instruction? Please Yes or No
I respectfully ask that you answer Q1 and Q2.
In this regard, any clarifications that your School Board may wish to provide would be sincerely
appreciated.
Please also be advised that a fourth video has been posted to www.Bill10CourtChallenge.Org. The
video is titled: Institutional Bullying Violated Freedoms of Religion and Speech. The presentation
addresses institutional bullying by the Ministry of Education, the Alberta Teachers’ Association,
some school boards, and key Sexual Minority rights activists within the province.
The four video series includes 25 recommended remedies to bring about a better/fairer balance of
Charter rights/protections, and a more mutually respectful “inclusivity” among key stakeholders – all
students, all parents, all school boards/types, and the Education Ministry. The four videos are:
1 - Gender Ideology Puts Our Children at Risk
2 - GSA Law Violates Freedoms of Religion and Association
3 - Discrimination in Child Rearing and Education is a Parental Right
4 - Institutional Bullying Violates Freedoms of Religion and Speech
Sincerely,
Carman Bradley

